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Parque de Europa 

"Big Natural Space"

This young park, opened in 1988, within a large expanse of land is

considered the second biggest in Bilbao, after the Parque de Doña

Casilda. It has various sculptures that represent the spirit of the union

between different European peoples, an example of which is the Piedra de

la Amistad (the Friendship Stone), a gift from the Count of Hampshire.

There is a roller skating track and a frontón. Also, near one of the park's

entrances, is the Txurdinaga Multi sports Complex.

 +34 94 471 0301  Calle Ondarroa, Bilbao

 by _iBaNe_   

Doña Casilda Iturrizar Park 

"A Breathing Space"

You'll find this park alongside Bilbao's Gran Vía and you can escape from

the traffic to spend some peaceful time walking along the pathways

amongst an amazing diversity of majestic trees. It was laid out between

1912 and 1920 along the lines of an English country house gardens and it

boasts four ponds. The most popular sites are the duck pond and the

pergola pond, with its spectacular cybernetic fountain that offers a

veritable sound and light show during the summer. Next door, you can

visit the impressive Museo de Bellas Artes (Fine Arts Museum). All parks

in Bilbao are open 24 hours a day.

 +34 94 479 5770 (Tourist Information)  www.bilbaoturismo.net/BilbaoTuris

mo/es/turistas

 Paseo Don Jose Anselmo Clavé, Bilbao
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Parque Etxebarria 

"Wide Open Spaces"

One of the largest parks in Bilbao since the 1980's, Parque Extebarria is

located right in the city's old town, the Casco Viejo. This large green space

is a favorite among the locals and visitors to Bilbao to relax and spend

some time outdoors in nice weather. The park is especially popular among

joggers and cyclists. Visitors can see the remnants of Bilbao's industrial

past at the massive chimney that stands to this day. With beautiful views

over the city, the park is a popular spot for evening strolls.

 +34 94 479 5760 (Tourist Information)  informacion@bilbaoturismo.bilbao.n

et

 Extebarria Parque, Off Avenida

Zumalacárregui, Bilbao
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Parque de Urkiola 

"Nature's Own"

Some 33 kilometers from Bilbao along the Bilbao-Irún motorway, you'll

come across the Duranguesado region: an impressive natural landscape

of valleys and fascinating mountains, set in the Urquiola Natural Park. This

beautiful landscape situated in Abadiño has all the charms of a natural

paradise and captivates all those who visit it. The Urkiola Park is a

wonderful area of 5,800 hectares (14,332 acres) that was declared a
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Natural Park in 1989 CE. It is a vast area of land with numerous species of

vegetation, among which the beeches and oaks that surround the summit

of Puerto de Urkiola are plentiful. Alongside, there is a medieval roadway

that joins the plateau with the Bermeo port, where the Santos Antonios

Shrine is found. You can also take advantage of the varied opportunities

for sport that the reserve offers.

 +34 94 621 5530 (Tourist

Information)

 www.urkiola.net/Ingles/  info@abadiano.org  Off BI-623, Abadiño
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